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we remember how
Do undying
impression,

1966 began?
The first day of the year left no
t~ough major and tragic events occurred later
in January.
But it will not be easy- to forget how 1967 descended upon
the lives of people in Calcutta.
Many thousands of them will carry the
. black memory for quite some time; theirs is memory of direct experience.
Others, not only in this city, shared the experience in other ways. But all
will remember the first morning of the fourth election year of the world's
largest democracy.
On that morning they saw what Indian
democracy
meant.
They had seen it before, but seldom in such striking circumstances.
The people who had collected at the Eden Gardens had no more
sinister purpose than to watch a singularly unsubversive~ game. Most of
them had waited for long for this one occasion on which they could forget
the deepening gloom of their daily existence.
They had paid, for them,
a heavy price in money and effort.
They got their return in a savage
attack by the police.
Nobody. escaped the tear-gas, but that is a minor
matter; over 150 people were hit by police lathis.
The wild ferocity with
which the police beat many of them is still the talk of all who had to
wat~h the gruesome scene. Trapped
and helpless, not a few of them
wondered if it was going to be another Jalianwalla
Bagh.
Details in such a case are always blurred, but the main facts are
clear.
Far too many tickets had been sold; why and by whom can easily
be established.
It is no secret that many people obtained tickets through
influential men in the Congress party or on the blackmarket that flourished
with the party's blessings.
With less than two months before the elections party bosses apparently
thought it necessary to oblige more people
than could be accommodated
in the Eden Gardens.
Those directly in
charge of the arrangements
might have had their own reasons to oversell
and evidently offered little resistance to requests or orders from powerful
and profitable sources.
The Cricket Association
of Bengal must bear
primary responsibility;
from Congress politicians,
the public
has long
ceased to expect the slightest concern for anything but their immediate
sel£-in terest.
The C.A.B. will have to answer for much; if th,e trouble is traced to
a few individuals,
the public will at least know some of the agencies
thrOlw;h which corruption
has spread even into the field of sport.
For
Sunday's events, however, the direct responsibility
clearly rests with the
guardians of law and order.
The pet1ple who had gone to the Eden Gardens were prepared to put'up
with every inconvenience
and discomfort,
but the minions of the law suddenly went berserk.
The way a large pack
of policemen and Home Guards beat up an elderly man, for no crime
that anybody saw or can think of, must have impressed the visitine; West
Indians most of all. We, after all, have seen such brave deeds before,
thoug-h never at a cricket match.
Mr P. C. Sen, whme men have set a record in controlling
sport.. has
promised an enquirv. Not an enquiry into the conduct of the police alone,
it will he a comprehensive enquiry into Sunday's events and will miturally
take time. No dOllht he hopes that if this promise can assuag-e public
feeling, he may avoid an uncomfortable
issue before the elections.
If

NOW
his party is returned
to power, the
findings of the enquiry will not. really
matter {or another five years. And
the findings need not be unfavourable.
The happenings
at the Eden Gardens are not an isolat.ed phenomenon.
After the March-April
upheaval the
police preferred to lie low. With the
ex-Defence Minister now in charge of
the Home
portfolio,
new slogans
are strident-'the
,Government
must
govern'.
But people who are unfit
to govern always resort to strong-arm
tactics as the easiest way out. It is,
however, not. that easy. We have not
a word to say in favour of the rowdies
who go into operation whenever mass
anger explodes, but we are not at all
surprised that some people are tempted to follow the heroic example set.
up by the police on
ew Year's Day.

And After

mitments need be made until
the
pattern
becomes
clearer
after
February.
The elections will bring about no
major change, but the immediate out,
come may not be altogether unpleasing to our masters abroad.
Both the
Leftist forces and the Right reaction
will make' some gains and there is
bound to be an overall diminution
ot
Congress strength.
But, iq the immediat.e context, there may be two
factors
to gladden
\Vashington's
heart.
First, in spite of Kerala andto a lesser extent-some
other States,
the Right reaction may gain more
than the Leftist forces. The second
and more important
factor is that
within the Congress party, which will
certainly remain in power, Rightist
trends are already on the ascendant
and may become more decisive after
the elections.
The outcome may well be further
accentuation
of the alienation
between politics and the people. The
popular mood is becomjng progressively Leftist but such are the mysteries of party politics that, both in
the ruling and in the opposition
parties, the Rightist forces may register a net gain in the country as a
whole. The Leftist parties need to
note this paradox and examine how
it is created and sustained.

What will follow will probably be
worse than the beginning.
After a
riceless year-end, people 10 Calcutta
were promised less than one-third of
their normal rice ration for the first
week of the new year. But suspension of rice supply has already given
an upward push to rice prices on the
open market, not only around Calcutta but in ot.her parts of West Bengal as well. Whoever can afford it
is buying rice on the blackmarket;
Peaceful Polling
faith in the certainty
of rationed
There are two equally obnoxious
supply has been suddenly
shaken.
assumptions behind the Union Home
Shrewd traders have never had such
Minister's
reported decision to confaith, but now is the time for them
vene a conference of leaders of oppoto corner stocks. The effect of their
sition parties to discuss measures to
operations will cause further
panic
ensure smooth and peace~ul election.
among
ordinary
consumers.
The
One of these is that, if there is any
Yicious circle may denude the market
of all supplies in a few months and • disturbance of the peace, the responsibility will be of the Opposition;
there is little prospect of the Governthe other, that the Congress is keen
ment building up sufficient stocks for
to maintain
peace.
This is not the
rationed distribution.
first time that Mr Chavan has ~prung
"Vest Bengal will not be alone in
One of
its misery.
Kerala is faced with a these views on the country.
his first tasks on moving
over to
similar
crisis.
\Vheat-eating
areas
Home
from Defence was to take
may look forward to supplies from
counsel with the Chief Ministers reabroad, but there is small assurance
garding the measures to be adopted
at the beginning
of the year. The
to prevent violence and disorder in
United States. for example,
thinks
the week of polling.
Most of the
that a little more privation may have
Chief Ministers, including that of his
a salutary effect on Indian leadership;
home State, Maharashtra, had assured
it might force India
to follow the
him that they did not anticipate any
correct line in national and internatrouble; even Mr P. C. Sen came out
tional
afIairs.
Beggars,
after
all,
with a qualified endorsement
that no
should behave like beggars, at least
trouble on a large scale was appreto the almsgivers.
Since the elections
hended
in West Bengal.
It seems
ma) have some influence on how InMr Chavan is not satisfied with the
dia will behave, no long-term com-

assessment of the Chief Minist.e
perhaps his own sources of inform
tion advise him otherwise.
The earnestness
with which th
opposition parties have plunged into
electioneering
should have dispelled
any suspicion that. they were bent 0
disrupting
the election.
In fact, it
may be held against them that in
their preoccupation
with the election
they are allowing public interest t
go by default.
There have been sur·
renders and inglorious retre;r1:s in re
cent weeks to avoid a confrontation
with the Government.
It is not so
much the so-called firmness of the
Government
as the reluctance of the
opposition parties to risk any conflict
which may upset electioneering
thai
is responsible for the premature death
of a number of agitations over legi.
timate grievances.
What has prompted the opposition
parties
to give electioneering
top
priority among their current activi'
ties is not known; perhaps they hope
to be able to dislodge the Congress
from office in a few more States. Even
if such hopes materialise, of what
avail that will be is a question to
which the Kerala precedent provides
an answer.
A possible alternati\"e
may be found in West Bengal where
many of the Opposition
members of
the Assembly have spent more than
hal~ their legislative term in jail.
Such steps will no doubt expose the
democratic· pretensions of the ruling
party; but not all will agree that fur·
ther unmasking
is necessary or that
it will shame the Government
into
postures more in consonance with its
professions.
Democratic
processes
are under
threat not so much from the opposi.
tion parties as from the Government.
According to a report, up to November 4 last the police had fired on 43
occasions this year in different partl;
of the country, against 33 last year
and 12 in the year preceding.
The
report does not say how many rounds
were fired or whether
"occasion"
means series of firings to tackle a
situation.
With the known proclivity
of the Government
to understate
police violence the latter is perhaps
true.
Moreover, police muskets have
not been allowed to rust in unuse in
the remaining
weeks of the year.
Incomplete
and obscure though the
figures are, they reveal, to an extent,
how official violence has been mount·
ing in the last three) ears. Of lesser
forms of violence, like lathi charge
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not
n possible to keep' any account,
(or such actions have become part 01
the normal daily routine
of the
police.
What happened at the Eden Gar·
dens on the new-year's day shows
how skilled the police have become
in the role of ay,ent provocateur.
The ugly aftermath would have been
avoided if the police had not mercilessly beaten up an innocent sper.tator. There will be attempts
no
doubt to pass the righteous anger of
cricket fans as an outburst of mob
violence incited by the opposition
parties, and a few more restraints
may be imposed. But that will not
bring peace, as it has not so far. If
the Home Minister
really
wants
peaceful polling, he wiP have to enSllrethat the police are held in leash;
also such self-appointed
defenders of
law and order as Congress volunteers.
That the Government has decided to
conclude polling in as short a time
as possible-in West Bengal in a single day-shows
that it does not apprehend any
major
trouble;
it
depends on the willing cooperation
of the opposition parties and the people and knows that it will get it. If
In spite of that Mr Chavan fears any
outbreak of violence, it must be because he is not quite sure how Congressmen and, under their instigation,
the police will behave if the ruling
party [aces a setback in some of the
States.

Ghosh On Menon
Why does Mr Atulya Ghosh make
a [001 of himself?
Mr Krishna
Menon has been denied the Congress
ticket for the Bombay North-East Lok
Sabha constituency,
Mr Ghosh explained last week at an election rally,
as punishment
for his inexcusable
lapses as Defence Minister which led
to our debacle in October-November,
1962. Those who fail on their job,
Mr Ghosh seemed to infer, deserve to
be put on the mat.
Tread
softly,
dissenter.
There
may be other cases of failure in the
Government of India;
Mr Subramaniam may be unable to either provide
food or raise agricultural
productivity; Mr Pati! may fail to stop the
run of railway accidents;
Mrs Gandhi may fail to provide the necessary
leadership the countrymen expect of
a Prime Minist.er.
They are, however,on this side of Mr Atulya Ghosh.

And the entire Congress leadership,
Mr Ghosh perhaps not excluded, have
done their damnedest
to cajole, request, entreat Mr Menon, honey, not
to be silly, and to accept the Congress.
ticket from just any other constituency anywhere in lndia. Punishment,
in the Congress manual of conduct,
obviously assumes a very specific form.
The man who was being punished
remained
a permanent
invitee
to
the meetings of the Congress Working Committee,
and was even asked
to draft the party's Election Manifesto. For all one knows, if Mr Menon had not decided to leave the Congress, one way of meting out punishment to him would have been to requisition his considerable speech-making abilities
to boost Mr Atulya
Ghosh's candidature
in Bankura. We
have little doubt that Mr Krishna
Menon would have been glad to
oblige.
This precisely is the trouble with
Mr Menon.
He has now made up his
mind to quit the Congress and to
"seek the suffrage of the people" of
North-East
Bombay as an independent non-party candidate.
He wants
to "vindicate the policies of socialism, non-alignment
and world peace"
which are allegedly being S'ought to
be reversed by the present Congress
leadership.
We hope Mr Menon will
win the election handsomely, just as
we hope non-Congress,
progressive
candidates will win elsewhere in the
country.
And yet we have to tell Mr
Menon
that, after all, he too is a
mere Johnny-corne-lately.
Far be it
from us to question
his integrity,
but it is still legitimate
to ask
whether
Mr Menbn,
till very re"
cently, was really endowed with the
courage of his integrity.
The deviation of the c.ongress party from socialism and non-alignment
did not
start occurring all of a sudden, and
Mr Menon was not born yesterday
either.
Why is it that Mr Krishna
Menon's admission of the ills from
which the ruling party suffers-and
the ills which he now thinks cannot
be cured from within-had
to coincide with the rejection of his application for renomination
from North
Bombay?
Even without
descending
to the
level of Mr Atulya
Ghosh's disingenuit.y, it should therefore be possible for the Congress party to discredit Mr Menon in the ensuing campaign, and there is no reason
to
grudge Mr Patil, Mr Barve and the'

colleagues the few extra debat.ing
points.
Even so far as the parties in
the Opposition
are concerned,
Mr
Krishna Menon's
entry into their
ranks should be taken with a pinch
of calm. Mr Menon may win a spectacular election victory, but it would
still be the victory of an individual.
The Congress prestige might be dent.ed a little, Mr Patil might suffer a
personal discomfiture,
but the tota·
lit.y of the situation would remain as
it is. Whatever the Namierian
view
of history,
it is organisation
and
st,rength at the grassroots which could
conceivably thwart the march of reaction in this nation's domestic and
foreign policies, not the erratic flamboyance of individ,uals,
even if the
roster of such individuals occasionaJIy
includes
a V. K. Krishna
Menon,
than whom, let us have the grace to
acknowledge, nobody has done more
to raise he status and dignity of the
underdeveloped
world in the foruq1
of the United Nations.

The Hills Are Old
Mrs Indira Gandhi's
air dash to
Gauhati last week in spite of many
preoccupations
in the capital suggests
a more serious situation in the Assam
hills than has been reported in the
daily Press. Panic is. of course. a
erincipal
ingredient
of political
thmkmg 11l IndIa toda~; and our present PrIme lVlIlllster IS particularly
panic-prone;
but very little has been
disclosed to the world outside since
the army was 'obliged to take over in
A..iE1. Newspapermen
have found it
extremely difficult to visit the areas
of trouble; and official ~andouts are
naturally
treated with contempt
by
the Press and the public.
Nor is it
certain that the complexities of Assam
Congress: politi(:s did not at some
point enter the hills problem, which
itself is not as simple as representatives of the All-Party Hill Leaders'
Conference
seek to make out. The
private war between Mr B. P. Chaliha
and Mr Dev Kanta
Barooah
has
more ramifications
than is generally
known outside.
There is no evidence at all that
the t.alks in Gauhati yielded anything
tangI?le.
Exchange
of vague pleasantnes has become the order of the
day and constitutes
New Delhi's
statecraft.
There
is less evidence
that the coming t.alks in Delhi will
1)roduce anything
more substantial.
.........-ndeed, the scepticism of the hills
5

people'li leaders has already
been
made explicit.
At least some of them
seem to be insisting on the pre-condition that talks can be held only on
the basis of the proposition
of a
separate State.
On the other hand,
there appear to be certain sections of
plains opinion which cling to the
theory that to talk to the men of the
A P H L C is itself a sign of un·
pardonable
weakness.
Mr Chaliha
showed in his Nagaland
Peace Mis·
sion days that he was strong enough
to ignore charges of weakness. Again,
it was his initiative
that took the
Prime Minister to Gauhati; and once
again he may be on the side of the
angels.
The noisy su~porters
of a
tough policy have lIlt e understandIng ot the genume grIevances of the
hills people,
whose "togethernes,~"
under the A P H L C may be exag"
ge~ed
but theIr lack of rapport
with the Assam administration
is not
to be doubted.
In the MilO and Mikir hills many
are Christians;
it is no use pretending that the Hindu majority in the
plains view this with disapproval.
Then, the hills people prefer to be
educated
in English
rather
than
~i
or Assamese.
This is another
source of friction.
It is not true that
the hills people are pwmtlve
tribes;
many are highly sophisticated.
They
also see that their own tribalism has
never known anything like the tribal
wat:fare now in pro~ress within tbe
Congress party.
They have never
\.-been given the sense of participation
that is essential for running a demo·
cratic administration.
This is why
the want a separate State. knowlIlg
fuJ well that its viability, economic
as well as political, is ver mu
in
uestlOn:
IS angerous to ignore
t lelr grievances;
it is even more
dangerous to attribute
every protest
of theirs as an ti-Indian or pro-Pakis.
tani or pro-Chinese.
People
from
the plains have to realise that they
have to live with their brethren
in
the hills, -whatever the shape of their
noses. Perhaps the hills people too
have to appreciate that the men from
the plains are not all devils. From
New Delhi, however, it all must seem
terribly remote; and there is much
to be said for a local solution.
This
is where Mr Chaliha may have an
important role to play; but Mrs Gandhi's professed sympathy for the hill
folk has to be shared bv the i'ntolerant Hindu majority of her party before any genuine understanding
can
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The Muslim Vote
It is not eno'ugh to have a secular
constitution.
On
ovember
7 the
sadhus demonstrated
in Delhi just
what their idea of secularism is; but
there has been other, less explicit,
evidence galore.
The election' campaign, now beginning
to be under
way, will bring out the worst in most
of us. And the manner
in which
Ihost political
parties
are talking
about the Muslim vote is not enhancing the country's secular reputation.
Those who thought that a vote was a
vote-sans
colour, caste or religionmust have been bitterly disillusioned;
and further
disillusionment
awaits
them.
The Muslim VOle seems a se·
parate quantity, to be wooed in certain areas and treated with contempt
in others.
To most Muslim voters
India's
secular
protestations
must
seem a cruel lllockery; and [or this
the ruling party must take. its share
of blame.
It is the ruIlIlg party
which sets the pace; and the present
dangerous relapse of a kind of sub·
dued communalism is doing the country no good.
'
There is no reason at all to think
that Muslims vote as Muslims while
Hindus or Christians vote as secnlar
citizens of India that is nharat.
It
will, however, be ·idle to deny that a
sense of separateness exists. It is for
the Hindu majority 1.0 make the Muslim minority [eel thtit ,they are equal
citizens and not second-class.
The
Muslinis too have to associate themselves with the political
currents
of
the country, not on the 4lasis of their
religious persuasion but on that of
their
pofitical
ideologies.
In preindependence
India not all Muslims
helonged
to the Muslim
League.
There
were Muslim Socialists and
Communists;
there still are some:
Bllt the motivated .att.empt to lump
all Muslim'S as a single political quantity seems a dangerolls trend; and to
woo them as such is as perniciou's as
t.o ignore them as Muslims.
There
are policies to approve or disapprove;
and the election
battle
must be
fought strictly on those.

DENSE
as the mist is over the
Capital, it coincided with the
political fog that has blurred all con·
tours for the moment.
So much so,
the Centre has not realised that the
clumsy trick it has played on Sant
Fateh Singh could in the long run
lead to defeatist and separatist ten·
dencies in strategic Punjab, and its
sentimental
involvement
in the cow
under
pressure
could add to the
strength of Hindu communal forces
at the elections.
The large Indian and foreign Press
corps in Amritsar
on Boxing Day
could vouch [or the Government's loss
of nerve over the Sant's fast. It gave
in, but under the counter-offensive of
Hindu communalism
tried to wriggle
out of the commitment.
In New
Delhi the next day, the Government
tried to pretend that Mr Hukam
Si.lgh had nr mandate and even if
be l-Jad one, he overstepped
it. It
waS even suggested that M1' Hukam
Singh did not speak to the Sant on
the Government's
behalf.
Bllt all of
liS saw him alight
at Amritsa1' from
an IAF aircraft.
To get over the discomfiture, another story was invent·
ed to buttress the Government's
version--Lhat
the Aka lis had chartered
the plane [or Mr Hukam Singh. We
did not know that the JAIF had begun competing for c\lstom with the
lAC and that anyone could chartel'
the IAF plane complete
with the
crew in their service uniform.
Atleast two leading papers tried to sell
the Government's
version.
To liS in Amritsar, it was obvious
that the Sant had been given a private assurance that once he accepted
arbitration
on Chandigarh
and the
Bhakra complex, both these would
go to Punjab.
At the same time, the
Haryana leadship had been assured
by New Delhi that everything
was
"open" and the Prime Minister's ar·
hitr()tion would decide things. In the
con[mion, no one seems to 'have asked "What would h()ppen i[ Mrs Gan.
dhi is not re-elected Prime Minister ? •.
The Government
contradicted
it·
self over the committee on disputed
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Haryana Chief Minister contradicted
the Government
while the Sant contradicted
everybody else.
Whatever the truth, there is little
doubt that everyon~ knows by now
that once an agitation is worked up
on any issue, the Government
is sure
to understand the language of coercion. A few months ago in New
Delhi, a Minister of one of the States
in an inter-State dispute asked this
correspondent, with his tongue very
much in the cheek, "Are you among
those who think that coercion is the
only language some quarters in Delhi
would understand?"
His State was
already mounting
pressure on the
Centre to back its case but he was
trying to suggest that the other party
was doing it.
What the Centre did it could have
done gracefully before tension reached the fiashpoint in Amritsar.
Haryana had been carved out by Mr
Nanda to give the Hindi lobby an.;
other Chief Minister in the Grand
Council. There are five Hindi States
now. And Haryana is a Hindu State
as well, the result of a compromise
with the Jan Sangh and Arya Samajist communalism.

Tricked

ituted

The Centre has not solved the
Punjab tangle though the Sant was
tricked into breaking the fast. The
game now is to play olI the Tara
Singh group against
the Santo A
CEN1;'O-based conspiracy in Punjab,
possibly with the CIA behind it, has
been abetted by the Centre by permitting Master Tara Singh to go to
Iran just now, ostensibly to coIlectfunds.
But what will be the impact of the
Punjab crisis on the army?
The
Sikhs are three per cent oj India's
population but account for 25 to 30
per cent of the ranks in the Army.
By alienating the Sikhs the Centre is
abetting a split in the army. The
large number of Sikhs, scattered from
Canada to Hawaii, cannot be expected to speak well of the Government.
Everything
is zeroing
in on the'
Centre now.
In the aggregate, Hindu communalism i asserting itself and once it
does this time, the prospect for the
Left is forbidding.
Prof Balraj Madhok warn en IS the other day of
riot.s and bl
......•
led if the Puri Acharya or Prabnudutt
Brahmachari
died.
He said Pakistan had banned cow
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about associate status for English, the
answer was that there was no time.
We were supposed to believe Mr V.
C. Shukla's fable that the draft Bill
was ready for this and then came the
Pakistani
aggression.
Two Prime
Ministers have changed and an old
assurance has not been kept but the
one-million Sindhi votes scattered all
over India are a vital factor in marginal seats for the Congress, especially in Bombay city.
The Centre was afraid of amend·
ing the Official Languages Act to provide for continued use of English under threats from the Hindi lobby. In
the Lok Sabha to come, this lobby
would be more powerful than it is
now and the amending
BiIl would
never come.
There is no constitutional safeguard {or English now and
a conflict between the Hindi Centre
and some of States would grow after
the elections.
The very size of a country like
India rules out a military dictatorship or a fascist regime.
The Left
Establishment
in New Delhi is not
tired of peddling this stale theory.
But what has been happening
inside
the army?
The communal
pattern
not only persists but is being strengthened.
Eight percent of the commissioned ranks in the army come
fJom Delhi Union Territory
which
accounts for less than half per cent
of India's
population.
Until
the
early fifties the irrational
practice
of reservation
for Sikhs in the army
commissions
every year continued.
It was discovered and ended. But the
pattern
of representation
remained
t,he same.
There is a long list of
of Jan Sanghi officers in the middle
rung of the army command.
Time
was when the vested interests accused
Mr Menon of promoting "left" infiltration
in the army.
But the Jan
Sanghi infiltration
is nobody's business.
Hindi
The cow agitation has pushed the
It is as sombre in the civil adminCentre to the point of compromise
istration too. Until the RSS was dewith communalism
but two or three
clared a political organisation, branch
non-Hindi
States
have
remained
meetings
of the Golwalkar
stormfirm. The lobby, however, has scortroopers
were held inside Governed a more striking victory on the
ment offices and canteens
in the
Hindi issue.
Capital.
By virtue of its hold in
The winter session of Parliament
New Delhi, the Jan Sangh and the
saw a constitutional
amendment
to
RSS can hold the rest of the country
provide the status of a national lanto ransom by blackmailing
the Cenguage for Sindhi
hustled
through.
tre.
But when it was asked in the Rajya
Grim, forbidding,
cheerless thouSabha if the Government
intended
ghts these for the first despatch of
to honour the late Mr Nehru's asSurthe New Year.
ance to the non-Hindi-speaking
States
January I, 1967

slaughter and India was going to do
it sooner or later but they would expect this to be done gracefuIly here
and now. After Mrs Gandhi had declaimed on December 21 that the Government would not consider any political demand amidst fasts and other
threats, the Centre made a major
concession to communalism
by banning cow slaughter
in the
Delhi
Union Territory
and in Goa.
The
cow is going to be an election issue
in the Hindi-speaking
States and the
Congress cannot write these areas off.
The cow lobby's coup would comeany day now.
If the cow lobby is making a communal issue of the cow, so is the Government.
The Directive Principle in
the Constitution
covers all milch,
work and draught cattle, which means
it extends to buffaloes.
The cow
lobby has no solicitude for the poor
buffalo.
Nor has the Government.
The Congress is badly mixed up in
cow politics.
Mr Kamalanayan
Bajaj
and Seth Govind Das were on the
cow platform on November 7. But
they are Congressmen
enough still.
There is no barrier between the cow
lobby and the Hindi lobby and Seth
Govind Das's greatest ambition would
be to make Mother Cow talk Hindi
and no other language
when she
learns to speak.
Madras, West Bengal and Andhra
Pradesh have not faIlen in line with
the Centre on the cow issue.
The
Centre
has no compunction
abqut
pointing an accusing finger at these
States when the cow protectionists
talk to the Government.
So it would not be long before cow
protection takes on a new dimension
to become a communal, language and
regional issue roIled into one. The
cow means all this and India is making its own bomb, too.
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intervention.
But, through all the
question is, 'can Africans win their
stages of the sensational
drama, the
independence
without
committing
British Government
has been consisfurther
violence?'
In other words,
tent in one respect, that of refusal
could the Rhodesian
experience be
to use force against the rebels.
On
different from those of Kenya and
October 29, 19&5, Wilson personally
Algeria?
In answering the question,
ANIRUDHA GUPTA
assured Smith, in reply to a blunt
we have to take account of some facquestion from the latter,
that his
tors which, in fact, make the RhodeGovernment
"had rejected military
the Vietnam war is the most
sian situation unique.
intervention"
in case of illegal seizure
In the first place, Africans in Rhobrutal expression
of America's
of independence.
Thirteen days later,
desia are organizationally
so helpless'
new imperialism,
Rhodesia
is the
the UDI came. Again, this time, on
ugliest product of nineteenth-century
that they cannot possibly offer any
December 6, 1966, just 3 hours after
armed resistance.
It is not because
colonialism, The one began at the
Smith rejected Wilson's "Tiger" offer,
the African nationalists
are divided
beginning of colonial expansion, the
he declared in Parliament
that use
into rival camps-the
ZAPU and the
oilIer with the process of its withof force was out of the question.
ZA U-that
has blunted the edge of
drawal. And, to both London and
And this, after he had bluntly told
their resistance.
For over 30 years,
Washington, they pose somewhat
Smith, as the published
minutes of
Europeans
have kept Africans' in
imilar problems. Because of Vietnam
the "Tiger" talks show, that Britain
backward reserves; even the Africans
America's ho~e of bUIlding the 'Great
would not be prepared 'to be "pushed
in towns who have been employed in
Societ ' rece es, as unreason-to
use
around".
Fine talk.
By now the reindustries and in European firms, are
a ml er term-gains
control over
bels know
where
Wilson
stands,
periodically
sent back to their reher domestic and foreign policies.
serves to suppress the growth of an . though Wilson may not know where
Johnson, as a person, may not be
they stand and, if Rhodesian whites
urbanized African labour force. No
macabre but he is stretching to the
~re
not humourless,
they should
African intelligentsia
could develop
limit the macabre force of America's
have reserved one cheer for Wilson
under the educational
policies pur'military-industrial
complex'.
In
while
cheering
their
"good
Old
sued by different
governments;
in
Rhodesia, on the other hand, BriSmithie" back home.
1963 out of 7,000 African secondary
tain's new image is at stake. A small
school boys only 81 could get admisracist regime frustrates her attempt
I sion in Form VI. The stunted growth
to stay at the centre of a multi-racial
Second Complication
The second factor which compli.
of Africans and lack of opportunities
Commonweall.h, The race factor in
. prevented the growth of nationalist
both cases can hardly be hidden-in
cates the' Rhodesian
I?roblem is the
total political-economIc
complex of
Vietnam Asians are butchered,
in ; activities until as late as the fifties.
Rhodesia 4 million Afr' ans live 0:- . By then, the settler regime, still workthe whole of southern Africa. The
UDI has not simply spilled out, it is
ing under the Imperial Government,
s aver,
Yet, notwithstanding
the
a product of the combination
of a
p 11 an thropic side of Anglo-American,
had armed itself with so many powers
most shameless racial regime in South
as to frustrate the nationalists
from
'civilization', very lit~ seems to havei
Africa and the most backward coloorganizing politically.
Compare this
been done to amend the situatlon.f
nial rule of the Portuguese in Mozamof Africans
with the
In Vietnam America clouds her fu-~ helplessness
ture by her present
misdeeds,
ir l striking power the European
bique and Angola.
Yet, these two
minoprovide
sustenance
to the rebels.
Rhodesia, Britain
recoils from the
rity has accumulated
over the years.
The Portuguese
ports serve as clearpresent under pressure of the excesses! . Today every European adult is well
ing-house for Rhodesian imports and
supplied with arms; the Rhodesian
committed in the past.·
exports;
South Africans have been
Yet, in a way, Rhodesia is not a~; police force consists of 28,500 men,
transporting
45,000 gallons of oil to
unique problem.
Wherever,
in thelt' I the army 3,400 regular troops and
Rhodesia
by road tankers
via the
6,000
all-white
trained
reservists.
ex-colonies, sizable settler population~
grew up, the process of transfer
oil Backed by these forces, the rebel re- Beit bridge and by rail about 100,000
gallons
daily.
(Rand Daily Mail,
gime is able not only to maintain
power became mOst painful.
The
internal
security against insurgents
South Africa, April 18, 1966). Much
Algerians faced it most acutely and,
has been made of South Africa's neubut to offer resistance to three potento a lesser extent, the Kenyans, and
trality in the crisis, but more than
tial sources of attack, Britain,
the
both had to wage bloody warfare to
once South Africa has made it dear
UN and the OAU.
achieve their independence.
In Althat it would not participate
in any
It is easy (or outsiders
to blame
geria the people organized
themtrade boycott or sanctions
against
the Rhodesian
nationalists
for their
selves into a mobile army under the
apparent listlessness, but let us admit
Rhodesia.
It is true that in supportFLN, the Kenyans carried on guerilla
ing the rebels, the South African rethat they have no material resources
warfare under
the Mau Mau to
to work against
the white rebels.
gime has followed an extremely caubreak the back of white settlers.
In
tious policy, but this caution is only
Further,
they cannot possibly orga-'
hodesia today 'the situation is not
part of toe cold caI£;ulations it is
altogether different. A white populanize armed uprising from across the
making.
It does not b'other about
Zambesi; Malawi's Banda would not
tion of some 200,000 have ca tured
allow it, and Zambia is not in a posit e countr
s 0 It,Ica ower and have
the moral issues involved and hardly
much about world opinion which it
tion to give them much help.
Under
ec are a re e IOn a a1l1st t e mhas defied often; all that matters to
the situation,
the Rhodesians
have
lena
vernment.
us, techniVorster's regim~ is whether the Rhodone what they have been trained to
fa y, the first act of violence has
desians have the capacity
and the
do-to
look to Britain for help and
already been committed;
now the

Rhodesia: The
Problem (I)
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NOW
will to defend a system they have
copied from the south.
If Salisbury
fails too quickly,
Pretoria's
own
trouble would start; on the other
hand, if it can resist initial pressures,
it is in the interest of the latter to
succour the rebels. Both these as·
pects were underlined
by South
Africa's popular
Sunday Time of
November 21, 1965:
"Rhodesia's ability to stand up to the
strain imposed by sanctions is governed
by the amount of help which she may receive from South Africa. There are great
risks in not helping Rhodesia as in helping her ... the long-term interests of South
Africa demand the maintenance of white
rule north of the Limpopo ... We need to
save Rhodesia becaui.e in doing so we
shall go a long way to saving ourselves",

The third factor, and on this
hinges the effectiveness of sanctions,
is the dependence 'of the British eco·
nomy on South Africa on one hand,
and dependence of Malawi and Zambia on their southern neighbour on
the other. These are 'the two weakest links in the chain of sanctions
to be imp~sed under UN authority.
British investments in the Republic
of South Africa are said to be worth
£1,000 million from which £80 million of net invisible earnings flow
annually.
In 1964 alone, total Bri·
tish exports to the Republic amount·

~

is so

ed to £260 million.
Naturally, Bri.
tain with a shaky economy and a
contracting
market. is anxious to
avoid a direct confrontation
with its
'benefactors'.
There is also a sinister factor which is hinted at by the
Economist
(December
10, 1966),
"some of Sputh Africa's financial operations, in insurance, in sales on the
London Gold market, matter even
more t.o particular city houses than
they' do to the country as a whole".
It is tht1re that particulars
about
sanctions are decided, not, certainly,
at 10 Downing Street. It is no wonder that some British commodities
banned last year "in fact, have trickled through to Rhodesia
itself via
third
parties."
The
two African
territories of the north are, in their
turn, powlerless to make the sanctions effective. Malawi is entirely
dependent
on remittances
sent by
Malawi workers in Rhodesia; Zambia,
despite her attack on British duplicity,
has not been able to cut down much
of the £30 million imports she abo
sorbs from Rhodesia
per annum.
The small cuts she has been able to
make are, incidentally, filled by South
African exports.
Thus, after a year
of partial
sa~ctions imposed since
the UDI, a definite pattern is developing in the economics of southern
Africa:
the Republic
absorbs the

shock by' acting as an entrepot f
Rhodesian exports, and extends i
own market to those who cut dow
Rhodesian imports I In this triaD.
gular game South Africa gains, Rho.
desia survives and all others, includ
ing Britain, would perhaps be th
l()sers. Yet, how gullible we are!
For the first time Chapter VII of th
UN Charter is invoked for mandatory
sanctions against Rhodesia without
and the UK Government has seen to
it, making it binding on South Afri
and Portugal to observe ·qem. Ho
far could downrighti
vete go
The Rhodesian proble
. essentialJ
political and mifitary, yet the metho
chosen to solve it is economic, i
which sense the UDI loses its indi
vidual significance and becomes p
of, what an observer says, the sout
ern African 'battle-line'.
Referrin
to sanctions,
Radio J ohannesbur
commented, "It becomes clear tha
the rest of the world cannot rui
Rhodesia without ruining most 0
Africa south of the Equator".
Uul
22, 1966). This is word from th
enemy, nevert~less,
it is true. I
Britain
sincere about paying th
price?
Are the Africans themselve
ready?
Could the rest of the world
do it?
(To be concluded)
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THOUSA
DS of people in this
city were engaged in a despe,
rate, frantic hunt.
But the object of
their search proved even more eluive than the notorious
Pimpernel·
The hunt was for tickets for the seconeltest match at the Eden Gardens.
Since Calcutta was the only centre
in Eastern India where the team was
playing, people had come from as far
away as Shillong and Andhra to get
a chance to see it. But disappointment was writ large on the faces of
most. With accommodation
limited
to some 60,000 seats and the number
of people anxious to see the match
running into a few lakhs, this disappointment was after all inevitable.
But even then there is still a lot
more to it.
Why has Calcutta not got a proper stadium yet? A couple of years
ago some sort of a scheme was drawn
up for a stadium near the Ellenborough race course and since then it
has been trotted out as a sop to the
public whenever the demand became
insistent.
But no one knows when
the project will be taken up, who
will provide the finance and when,
if ever, it will be implemented.
Sptculators go into operation every
time there is an important match in
Calcutta.
For the last few weeks a
blackmarket flourished in test match
tickets. Rs. 60-tiekets were sold for
Rs. 600 and Rs. 45-tickets for anything between Rs. 350 and Rs. 500.
From the actual owner of the ticket
to the buyer a long chain of intermediaries operated.
person was
offering Rs. 200 for every ticket and
boasting that for each ticket bought
he wOt'
make a clean profit of
Rs. 75 '/cause he had a party waiting sOI1,cwhere who was paying
Rs. 275 for each ticket.
And that
party was only the next person in the
long chain and would probably sell
the tickets for a profit of at least
Rs. 100 per ticket.
.
This sort of speculation is, however,
nothing unusual.
By itsell it would
hardly have called for comment. But
a new feature of the racket in tickets
this time was the active intervention
of the ruling party in the whole affair
-it
cornered
the tickets for purposes of electioneering.
Thousands
JANUARY
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of tickets, It IS believed, found their
way into Congress Bhavan and were
used as a kind of bait to rope in influential young men in various loca·
lities on the side of the Congress
party.
It is this factor that made the
situation even more complicated and
created an unusual scarcity. Will this
aspect of the beastly business witnessed on January I at the Eden Gardens be enquired into?
'"

'"

The deadlock in the tramways continues, adding to the agony of people
who even at the best of times found
the existing mass transportation
facilities inadequate.
While the wisdom
of going on strike at precisely this
moment when the attention
of the
people is fixed on the general elections may be questioned
by some;
recent developments
have made it
clear that the onus of the continued
deadlock rests squareJy on the shoulders o~ the tramways company and
the West Bengal Government.
The
tramways company has made it plain
that is is nut interested
in resumption of service until its demand for
a fare increase is met. It is even believed to have told a deputation
ot
tramwaymen
that it is waiting
to
see the outcome
of the elections.
The company has perhaps some reasons to believe that while the Government may not be able to oblige
them just on the eve of the elections,
a different attitude might be expected
once the Congress
is returned
to
power and the elections have been
put out of the way for another five
years.
The Government
on its part seems
to have taken up the stand that it is
not willing to take any step until
the workers
go back
to work.
Having tasted blood in the case of
the State Transport
strike the Government is' evidently hoping to break
up the tramway workers movement
too, but the record of the tramway
workers should be enough
to convince
the Government
that such
efforts are bound to end in failure.
One of the leaders of the tramwaymen, who recently told the Press that
the Government was deliberately pro ..
longing the strike believing that the
discomfort to the public would au to-

mati cally brighten the chances of the
Congress at the polls, has probably
hit the nail on the head.
The Congress is probably expecting the con·
tinued deadlock to heIr them in two
ways. There is first o' all the direct
benefit to be derived from the substantial inflow of funds to the party
coffers for every private bus allowed
to operate in Calcutta-and
this, it
is generally
believed,
is the price
that each private bus operator has
to pay for bringing his bus into the
city-and
also the indirect
benefit
that it expects to derive by foisting
the blame for the whole affair on
the leftis ts.
A spokesman of the Government
has denied that it has any intention
of allowing an increase in fares. Bv~
one has seen too many such denials
in the past followed by tame submission to the dictates of the tramways
company to be impressed.
Equall'y
amusing appears to be the Government's belated concern for the state
of Calcutta
roads and its declaration that it would force the tramways
company to undertake repairs caused
by their operations in the city. The
state of the roads has been a crying
scandal for more years than one cares
to remember
and every time fares
were pushed up the need for repairing them has been a standing argument in favour of a fare increase. But
once fares were raised, both the company and the Government
forgoC' all
they had said about the condition of
t,he roads.
Equally farcical sounds the Corpo.
ration ultimatum
to the tramways
company to resume services or else
face cancellation
of its licence.
As
many have been quick to point out,
the Corporation
has hardly any authority to execute its threat.
As even
an INTUC leader put it. under the
agreement
which the West Bengal
Government
has signed with the
Tramways
Company,
there is very
little that the Government
can do
against' the company as long as the
agreement lasts. Even more disturh·
ing is the fact that the terms for taking over the company are so onerous
and involve such a huge expenditure
of .foreign exchange that the company
can rest secure in the knowledge that
for many decades to come nationalisat ion will not be a practical possibility.

'"

,.

The circular railway plan is back
in circulation
again.
This was only
11

to be exp€cted.
In view of the near·
ness of the elections the State Government and the Central Government, both led by the same political
party, had 00 show that they were
doing their best to tackle the trans·
port problems of this city. A closer
look at the latest move, however,
shows that it is nothing more ambi·
tious than a proposal to set up an·
other committee to examine the whole
question.
Some months ago I had
tried to point out in, these columns
that
since the inception
of this
scheme some dozens of committee~
had been formed under Government
or semi-Government
auspkes and reo
ports running into reams were avail·
able on the subject.
In view of this
one cannot but feel that the latest
proposal is little more than another
election stunt meant to soothe the
feelings of those whose patience
is
almost at an end after years of hoping that some attempt
would
he
made to ease the transport
crisis.
This feeling
is only strengthened
when one finds that together with the
circular railway plan rosy prospects
of building a tube railway or a modified version of it are being held up
before the people. Only a few months
ago it had been categorically declared by the State Government
that con.
sidering the heavy costs involved, a
tube railway would not be a practi.
cal proposition
for quite some time
to come.
One should not be surprised
it
many more such plans and schemes
are brought out from dusty shelves
and dangled before the people only
to be carefully thrust back into their
original pigeon-holes the mom en t the
elections are over.
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developing
economies
of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America are facing a dilemma today.
It
is a dilemma of latecomers. in economic development.
We hear that the days of £Chumpeterian
entrepreneurs
are gone, at
least in this part of the world. Centuries of innovations
are bearing
fruit elsewhere, and all we need here
is assimilation.
Fortunately,
we need
not pay the price of initial experiments; we are in a ,lucky position to
skip certain
rungs of the technological ladder, and right away take advantage of the most up-to-date fruits
of scientific knowle<:fge. To this extent, it is nice to be a latecomer.
India's, for instance, is still a predominantly
agricultura.l economy; its
organised
manufacturing
industry
contributes
but 12 per cent of the
national product.
Technology in Indian agriculture is lagging one or two
centuries
behind that of countries
like the USA, th~ UK, and Japan.
Of course, there are isolated instances
of modern plant and. equipment
in
industry.
But, on the -whrIe, in the
scale of technology most 0f the developing countries like India
are fir
behind.
They can still---go a long
way on the well-tested path of technology, without
making major experiments of their own.
But technological transtiormation
is
a rather slow process. It requires
inflow of capital goods, accumulation
of know-how, and above all, continuous research to adapt the techniques
to a new environment.
Such a trans.formation may also be difficult.
For,
it requires complementary
domestic
resources; capital formation
itself is
the vehicle
of technical
progress.
Finally, in some cases it may not be
even economically justifiable; a tech.nique
well-suited
in labour-short
countries may fail the test of simple
economics in a labour-surplus
one.
Consumption Habits
Reckoned in terms of income per
capita} not only have the relative
differences among developed and developing countries persisted over the
last century, but the disparity has increased; and there is no sign of its
convergence in the near future. How-
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ever, contacts
between these coun·
tries have become much closer, thanks
to improved communications,
travel
and advertisements.
As a result, ther\
is a marked tendency towards inter.
nationalisation
of the consumption
habits of the developed countries. In
a word, the famous 'demonstration
effect' of Duesenberry
and Nurkse
has come into operation.
And the
speed of spreading
this effect the
world over is remarkable.
.The consumption
pattern
of at
a section of the Indians, for
."nple, hardly lags behind that of
lhe Americans, or British, or French
by more than .a year. The increas·
ing inequality of income distribution
at home encourages the growth 01
this . international
demonstration
effect. Luxurious
consumption
pat·
terns are easy to adopt, and highly
tempting
indeed.
Our per capita
income of today is less than even one·
third that of the U.S., the UK, Canada, France,
Germany,
and Den·
mark in 1840-1850. We may lag be·
hind in income by more than a cen·
tury, but in consumption
patterns
we do not like much delay. Herein
lies the dilemma.
It is easier for a consumer to switch
over from bullock cart 'to jet plane;
but it is an enormous task for a bul·
lock-cart economy to develop into a
jet-plane
economy.
In many a de·
veloping
country
now-a-days,
the
commodity composition
of consump·
tion is changing much faster and be·
coming more complex than what the
domestic production
system can cope
with.
Unlike
in many developed
countries, consumption
and produc.
tion there have not evolved together.
But a production
machine of eigh.
teenth-century
vintage
or so can
hardly deliver the goods according to
a late twentieth-century
menu. This
gap between the nature of the pro·
ductive system and that of the con·
sumption pattern in these economies
is increasing.
For, international
de·
monstration
effect spreads much tas·
ter in consumption than in the sphere
of production.
It is a double-edged sword. A poor
country with the consumption habits
of affluent ones finds it all the more
difficult to save for capital formation,
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TO THOSE WHO DONATE TO

PRIME MINISTER'S DROUGHT RELIEF FUND
• POSTAL
Remittances are exempted from payment of
Money O~der commission and postal, and
registration charges.

I

A poor
habits
e more
nation.
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• INCOME TAX
Certain exemptions are
made under the Income-tax Act for cash
contributions on production of receipts as in
the case of the National I
Defence Fund.

• ENTERTAINMENT TAX

• CUSTOMS DUTY

Those arranging benefit
shows in aid of the Relief Furx:!may approach
the State Governments
concerned for permission an9 exemption
fro m Entertainment
Tax.

Gifts from abroad for
relief in scarcity areas
are exempted from
Customs Out)'.

l-li' ,
'ijJ

• RAILWAY FREIGHT
Gifts to specified consignees of medicines,
vitamin tablets, food
articles, clothing and
blankets are carried
free of charge by goods
train or by passenger
train.

• CHEQUES
may
.please be
made out in favour
of Prime Minister's
Drought
Relief
Fund.

I

The con.tributions most welcome are foodgrains, tinned vegetables,
milk powder, biscuits, multi-vitamin tablets, medicines, clothes
and blankets. These may be sent to Bihar Relief Committee,
Patna, Uttar Pradesh Relief Committee, lucknow, local branch of
the Citizens Councilor Red Cross Society or to Central Relief
Committee) New Delhi.

HELP; THEM

FIGHT

THE DROUGHT
OA 66/F4
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This in turn reduces its ability to
make use of modern technology.
Furthermore, the patent features of
a poor economy like India, namely,
lack of people's eagerness to work on
the agricultural
field, migration
to
cities, even the balance of papnent!>
disequilibrium,
and so forth owe

much to the international
demonstration effect on consumption pattern.
The time has come in India to call
for a halt to this growing gap: Is it
possible to allow the international
demonstration
effect only on production technolog:y., and not on the con·
sumption pattern? It is. Japan did it.

The Pren

Truce

Of

Amr.itsar

COMMENTATOR

IT

is futile! now to speculate on
wh.at would have been the gene·
ral reaction of ,newspapers if events
at Amritsar had taken a different
turn.
But from what has appeared
after the breaking of the fast by tJ'l.eSant it seems that he has not many
friends in the Press. Not one paper
has supported the means he adopted,
though on the end most papers ha!,e
preferred to reserve verdict. Opinion
is divided on whether the compromise formula has conceded the Sant
his demands, but it is unanimous
that he could have got al}. these
without throwing the country in a
state of tension for days. The Government has come off rather rightly,
and most papers have conceded that
its stand conformed
with the new
image of firmness in which the Government is trying to cast itself.
One of the few papers to be critical of both is The Hindustan Tt'mes
which maintains
that despite
its
earlier stubborn refusal, the Government has, for all practical purposes,
reopened the issue. If it has not
violated its earlier pledge the adherence must be purely technical, for it
is obvious that the request of the.
Chief Ministers of Punj'ab and Haryana was "hurriedly contrived under
a directive from the Centre".
On
Sunday evening the Chief Ministers
had declined to entertain the Sant's
territorial demands, but curiously, in
lsss than twentyfour hours they suffered a change of mind and hastened to submit the issue to arbitration.
The paper cautions that should the
Government
and Sant Fateh Singh
think that having found the compromise formula and averted the immo·
lations their political
troubles are
behind them, they will soon find

themselves mistaken.
Apart
from
diverse interpretations
of certain important
points in the compromise.
formula which are sure to give rist
to bitterness and mutual recrimina·
tions, Sant Fateh Singh will be accus·
ed by his political rivals .and even by
some of his own followers of having
saved his life at the cost of honour.
Mrs Indira Gandhi may be in even
deeper difficulties. Few in Punjab
and Haryana
are going to believe
that it was the Sant's faith in her
Ei:rm-mindedness
which
prompted
him to accept her arbitration.
To
most people an assurance that Chan·
dig-arh would soon be transferred
to
Punjab appears implicit-in
the arbitration offer. The arbitration
may
thus 'eem
a "face-saving device not
for the Sant but for the Government".
The latest confrontation
has solved
nothing.
Fasts and threats of self·
immolation may continue to be weapons of considerable potency in Indian politics.
Patriot is another paper to hold
like views. It says that the grim
stance of granife strength and gestures of unalterable resolve adopted
by the Prime Minister
and others
have turned out to be nothing more
than the routine first act in a programme of vacillation which has be·
come hahitual to the Union Government.
Belatedly it has been discovered that Mr Chavan's statement of
8 November
in Parliament
carried
within it all the latitude necessary for
this "blundering
climb-down after
much bombast about no concessions
under
threats".
The paper hopes
the -lesson will now at least be learnt
that only an intrinsically strong Government can afford to talk big in
matters like this; and there should

not be any effort to split hairs abou
interpretations
of what Mr Hukam
Singh said pr meant when he ad·
dressed the congregation at the Gold·
en Temple.
Neither
Chandigarh
nor the nominal title to the Bhakra
hydro-electric project are such issues
as required the elaborate etisis thai
was worked up nor the kind of breath.
less last-minute drama that was play.
ed by the parties concerned.
Nobody will gain in prestige or repu.
tation for statesmanship by pretend.
ing that arbitration
by the Prime
Minister will lead to anything bul
handing -Chandigarh over to Punjab.
The unburnt Sant can have the sa·
tisfaction that he can now ask for
the communal Sikh vote with greater
self-confidence
than
before.
The
paper doubts if the Sant and his fol·
lowers were prepared to go through
with the "illop'ical gamble" they had
started, fr
~ way they jumped al
the first oppurtunity that was offered
to get out of the literally burning
situation would suggest that neither
Sant Fateh Singh nor the six self.
immolators
were truly prepared to
carry out their threat.
Other papers have spared the Gov·
ernment, for they think the climbdown has been on the part of the
Sant alone. The Statesman has come
to the conclusion that the Akalis have
demonstrated
that incendiary resolu'.
tions do not pay, and that it is much
bet~er to concede sanity in others and
convert them patiently with sound
arguments if they have any.. They
may also have learnt that India is
tired of disruption. The paper thinks
that the Sant and the "devious politicians" around him have gained nothing out of the perilous game of
brinkmanship
they have played. The
fanfare of vows of immolation, the
melodrama of inflammatory prepara·
tions, the repetition of some "insane"
slogans, all this has brought the Sanl
and his "junta" no more than what
they could have had without any of
this time-consuming
fuss, without
exposing Punjab-and
India-to
moments of fearful anxiety or themselves
to the taunt, which their political
opponents will surely hurl at them,
that they did not have the courage
to carry out their threats.
The paper's interpretation
of the compromise formula is that virtually every·
thing has been left to Mrs Gandhi'
arbitration.
This is not a burden
which she would have shirked if San
Fateh Singh had shown his prefer.
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Our a~tions today will reflect on the future of our
country and the happinessof those near and dear
to us...only we can ~nsure a happy smiling futur6
for the India of tomorrow by striving, as we have
never done before, in every field of activity in
which we are engaged.
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ence for it earlier;
it differs little
from what she had offered at the start,
a mutually acceptable decision to be
taken afer consultations.
If not for
the Sant's and the Akali DaI's politics, for Punjab's and country's some
good may yet come out of this piece
of folly.
Legitimate
methods
of
settling disputes have had the chance
of taking a sJand and winning against
coercive and irresponsible
tactics.
The Times of Indz'a feels relieved
that good sense has prevailed and the
Akali leaders have been persuaded
to abandon the fiery ordeal they had
planned for themselves.
The Sant's
followers will hail the compromise
under which the final decision
regarding the future
of Chandigarh
and the administration
of the Bhakra
project has been left to the Prime
Minister as a moral victory while his
detractors will dub it as a defeat. It
is neither one nor the other.
It is
a belated recognition
on the part of
the Akali leaders of the dangerous
futility of the course on which they
had embarked.
If all that the Sant
and his followers wanted was personal arbitration
by Mrs Gandhi
they could have had it much earlier.
They have gained little by forcing
the country to live through nine days
of harrowing anxiety.
It would be
most unseemly, the paper
says, if

differences over the interpretation
of
the formula degenerate into one more
bitter controversy.
If the Akali leaders are willing to abide by Mrs
Gandhi's verdict on the main issues
of the future of Chandigarh
and the
administration
of the Bhakra project, they cannot mistrust her judgment in regard to minor border adjustments.
So far as the Government
is concerned it makes little difference to it whether the other boundary disputes are settled by the Prime
Minister' or left to a cor::tliission, for
even if Mrs Gandhi takes the direct
responsibility
for settling all these
disEutes she would have to d~pend
on the advice of experts.

Belated
Welcoming
the Sant's decision to
end the "arbitrary"
fast The Indian
Express says had the Sant and his advisers earlier decided
to settle the
points at issue in the rational manner they now have,
the "tinsel
drama" enacted in the holy precincts
of the Golden Temple at Amritsar
need never have occurred.
Neither
the Sant nor his advisers have cover·
ed themselves with any especial glory.
By acting in the manner
they did
they have marred the great traditions of Sikhism.
That they should
accept arbitration
by the Prime Min-

ister on Chandigarh
and on the
Bhakra complex is typical of two
things-of
their
belated
political
awareness and of their sense of fairmindedness.
Mrs Gandhi
can al·
ways be trusted to be fair in her judgment and dealings, however, political
these might be. All this seems like
a fairy tale. The end is beautiful.
But all of us must see that it is real
and that it lasts.
Both Hindusthan
Standard
and
Amrita Bazar Patriha are so glad that
a crisis had been averted that they
have refrained from any critical exa·
mination of the proposals.
The for·
mer says that it is enough that neither
the Sant nor the Government
feels
that it has yielded to coercion and
both are prepared to give the com·
promise proposals a fair trial. Both
the Prime Minister and the proposed
commission are being called upon to
undertake
a job that is admittedly
difficc
3ut with goodwill and a
judicial ~pproach it will not be impossible to find a practical solution
that will be acceptable to all parties.
Amrita Bazar Patriha is all praise for
the Government's
stand which is firm
insofar as determination
not to submit to coercion, to political fasts and
self-immolations
goes; but it is at the
same time a flexible stand insofar as
the Government is prepared to accept
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l\r(:)~ listens,

tninks

and speaks, and dialogue

among readers stirs into life. It may be Vietnam
or Vatican, 'Sadachar' or DIR, but the treatment in
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is the same ---- sharp, searching,

incisive, perhaps often'irritating,
when you
dissent and denounce~
But that is being intellectually alive, and the wavelength does not change.
It is the shared admiration for an adult view of
the world.
People read
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any solution of the dispute which
has the imprimatur
of the Governments o[ Punjab and Haryana.
But
outright rejection
of all informal
moves to resolve the tangle, in cooperation with the parties concerned
the Akali leaders have been putting
themselves in the wrong and giving
the impression that they are wholly
unwilling to submit their demands
to examination
by any impartial
body. Within
twenty-four
hours
however the paper changed its opinion and conceded that the Akalis
had gained a major point; a delicate
political issue has been re-opened
under pressure, and before the ink
is dry on the report of the Boundary
Commission, Delhi has agreed to review its major
recommendations.
Boundary
commissions
would
be
superfluous if boundary disputes are
ultimately to be dealt with by the
Prime Minister at a political level.
What the attitude of at least a
section of Sikhs is becomes clear from
a letter o[ Khushwant Singh in The
Hindustan
Times.
Claiming
that
he is echoing the sentiments of millions of Sikhs Khushwant Singh says
that Sant Fateh Singh's announced
fast unto death and self-immolation
abandoned when a "face-saving livesaving" formula was presented
has
made laughing
stock of the entire
community. The Akalis have not
only desecrated the sacred precincts
of the Akal Takht by converting it
into an unused crematorium
but also
disgraced the hallowed
traditions
established by a long line of Sikh
martyrs by swearing
oaths on the
sacred Granth and not fulfilling their

vows.
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Award Or Affront ?
PITAMBAR

CYNICISM
is a virtue practised
by the dispassionate,
but 'dispassion', if at all it can be so called,
is hardly a virtue which most mortals
practise. - Being an insignificant mortal and, therefore, not a cynic, I felt
coming out the other day from the
Vigyan
Bhavan
function
at New
Delhi, organised
by the Bharati ya
Jnanpith
in honour of the 65-yearold Malayalam poet, Mr G. Sankan~
Kurup.
If such be the boost that the cause
of Indian literature so badly needed,
which at least is the contention
of
this Rs. 1 lakh literary award, the
prospects of Indian literature
should
be anything but encouraging.
Lest an unintended
impression be
created, I must hasten to add that
I have nothing
whatsoever
against
Kurup, who I think is a good old
Indian in quite a good old sense of
the term and, unquestionably,
also
a very devoted poet.
It is unthinkable that I or anybody should mean
any disrespect to him.
However, it
would be equally hypocritical on my
part not to admit that from the little
I know of his writings, I do not consider them great or relevant in any
appreciable way to the times we live
in. It leaves me, therefore, cold to
read in the citation of award on him
that 'There is in these poems a testimony to the Indian Adwait thinking, finding
expression
here
not
through the poet's acceptance of any
traditional
form of mysticism but as
a genuine experience of the Self seen
reflected in the myriad
moods of
Nature;
and because
of this Shri
Kur~p's romantic
lyricism also has
overtones
of spiritual
and superb
moral stance'.
But that is my personal opinion of the man as a writer, which is neither here nor there
and which I am not asking others
to share.
Of course, it does seem to
me odd to claim, as the Jnanpith
has done, that Otakkuzhal
(meaning
'the flute'), the award winning poetry
collection
by Kurup,
is the best
creative
writing
produced
in the
whole of India
between
1920 and
1958. But
there
again,
literary
awards, i~ ~ny country, are always
con troverslal.
No, Kurup, frankly, has nothing

GUIN

to do with my present despair. And
yet, se~U1ingly, there were aspects o[
that Vlgyan Bhavan [unction which
could justifiably warrant a very different reaction.
Wasn't it, for instance, the first time that a writer
was honoured
not only on an alll}ldia basis, and by Indians
themselves, but, in recognition
of his services, given a cash award, the amount
of which should be considered huge
not merely for India,
one of the
poorest countries, but anywhere
in
the world?
That amount being still
somewhat less than the Nobel Prize
money, it won't be surprising if an
upward revision of it becomes a reality in near future, since we are told
that it is an annual award and that
'work in connection with the second
award has progressed to a stage when
final decision can be expected within
the next couple of months or so.'
Meanwhile,
of course, the country's
o.verall economic position will contmue to worsen,
but should
that
matter when we still have and will
continue to have some o[ the richest
men in the world and when, as in
Kashmir, what is at stake here is no
less a thing than national prestige?
Referring to the prize money, therefore, the J nanpith
authorities
feel
justified to declare: 'The amount of
the prize has to be substantial
in
keeping with the international
standards and national prestige'.
Prestige

Apart from the historical fact that
clamouring
for prestige,
nationally
or individually,
comes only at those
moments when that prestige has not
only .been threat~ned
but seriously
questIOned
or signs of it have disappeared,
the Jnanpith
authorities
were deceiving no one by that referenc~ ~o nati.onal
prestige.
If the
natIOn s prestige was so much the
concern of the Sahu Jain family, who
have instituted
this award and are
founders of the Jnanpith,
their lifelo~g action, some mischievous people
might
argue, would have taken a
completely
different
course.
No,
what the Jnanpith- means is its own
prestige,
which
must
have
been
obvious
to anyone
attending
that
Vigyan Bhavan [unction
and, espe-
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cially, from a brochure,
profusely
illustrated and printed on art paper,
brought out on the occasion. Kurup,
included (as if quite accidentally)
in
the galaxy on the Vigyan Bhavan
dais, glowed there like a shy firefly,
uncertain of his glory, and was made
to look like a cog on the wheel which,
whatever the superficial signs to the
contrary, was nothing but a gigantic
advertisement
(a tamasha, a friend
remarked)
for the Jnanpith.
Those
that thundered
and dominated
the
scene were, ironically,
not the passionate
lovers of literature
or of
Kurup's
poetry-nor
even Kurup
himself, however grateful
(and he IS
grateful, understandably;
he started
his life as a poor school teacher) he.
might have been for the cheque for
one lakh rupees-but
the woman
president
ana the secretary of the
Jnanpith,
and, above all, the Jnanpith banner.
And that is the crux of the matter.
the essential reason for my despair.
It is always distressing to find people, who should have no business
with anything even remotely related
to culture, taking all of a sudden to
literature
or art, determined
to influence its taste or trends.
Though
in reality they are unlikely to influence anything of the kind, the very
fact of their coming into this field
should
be enough
of an affront.
Building
a few dharamshalas and
similar charitable institutions,
which
people of this class have so long considered sufficient for expiating
their
sins and a sure key for them to enter
heaven, will now have to- be supplemented with efforts to promote culture (in this specific case, 'to encourage original
writing in Indian
langu~ges'),
since some of their innumerable
advisers must have told
them that it is not possible these days
to buy prestige without spending on
culture.
So, fortified perhaps by a similar
advice, the Jnanpith
also spends.
And, after all, what is a lakh of rupees to them, especially when there
are enough people of evil tongue to
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make disparaging
remarks about the
source of that money?
Our Government has always been over-anxious to
help these people, and we are, therefore, happy to know from the president of Jnanpitb.
that 'the Government of India
has exempted
the
prize-money from income-tax and has
thus showed its consideration
and
res'pect for Indian literatures.
Bharatiya Jnanpith
is grateful for this cooperation'.
If what some people say
about the source of the prize-money
is not a false allegation, it would be
difficult to find a better example of
that much used proverb:
killing two
birds with one stone.
The
write-up
on the Jnanpith
president
in the brochure
(this document is highly recommended
to all
lovers of absurd literature,
and may
quite conceivably inspire
lbee and
company witl! new ideas for their
future plays, if only they come to
know about it) and see what it says.
The president, we are told, 'studied
in institutions
pulsating'
with national and patriotic fervour, and had
her personality
shaped in idealistic
surrou~ding.
She is not only the
main
inspiration
behind
literary,
artistic and educational
activities being carried under the auspices of the
Sahu-Jain
organization,
but herself
lends a helping hand in a practical
way wherever
needed'.
After
this
vivid description,
it would be superfluous (and even in bad taste, parti.
cularly because it concerns a member of the fair sex) to ask for details,
such as what exactly she studied in
which
institutions
precisely.
Similarly, the secretary is a 'writer, Editor and essayist of a style all his own'.
The brochure is full of such revealing information
about the Jnanpith
personali ties.
Messages
By far the most revealing, however,
is its reproduction
of a few letters,
all by Nobel laureates, if you please,
~ho, obviously, were invited to preSIde over the award ceremony. Since
none of them cared to come, Dr
Sampurnanand
(and why not?
Is
he any the less important?)
had to
take upon himself that responsibi.
lity. While
politely
declining
for
'personal reasons' the 'generous invitation', Lagarkvist writes, 'I am sure
that the· activities of the Jnanpith
In.
stitute will prove to be of the greatest value for Indian
literature -and
cultural life in general.:
'Thanking

great honour' Ralldor Laxness wir
'regret
profoundly
heavy workin
schedule and many duties prevent me
from travelling to India on great oc,
casion .. :
The president wrote even to Jean.
Paul Sartre and to which, what i
equally if not more surprising, Sar·
tre replied, saying: 'I thank you very
much for your kind invitation.
It is
with pleasure that I would have in.
augurated the ceremony in honour 01
the great poet G. Sankara Kurup.
Unfortunately,
my programme for the
coming months is already too heavy..
and I fear that it would not be possible for me to visit ;ndia.
Please be·
lieve that I regret it:
Sartre, who
just the other day refused the Nobel
Prize on a matter of principle and at
the moment is preparing himself to
act as a member of the international
jury trying America's war crimes in
Vietnam, would have had a heart
attack if only he knew for which
cause he was replying.
Lastly, the letter by Bertrand Russell, on the letterhead
of Bertrand
Russell Peace Foundation:
'Thank
you very much for your letter.
I appreciate your invitation but regret I
am not able to visit India at this time,
I am. sending by separate post for
your mterest my recent "Appeal to
the American Concience".
Yours sin.
cerely, Bertrand Russell:
It would be interesting
to specu·
late on what the president thought
of ~oing ,with that appeal when she
receIved It.
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Biswaroopa
By A

DRAMA

THE amateur

CRITIC

theatre movement in
Bengal is noted for its multi~\icityof techniques and diversity of
themes. The commercial
theatre
tompanies, on the other hand,
are
singularlyunited-if
they scorn anything it is diversity.
Once a particular fashion is set up by one companythe others immediately imitate.
Yearsback, for example. debility, decrepitude and deformity
were the
subject of plays in the commercial
theatrehouses; threatre-lovers will remember the simultaneous
run of
Sh)'amali, Ulha and Erao Manush.
Today it is politics and the Biswaroopa Theatre-to
be 'in the movement'-has taken up a Jlolitical play
for its latest production.
The play
is supposed to have the refugee problemat its centre and eradication of
corruption in the government
as its
motto. But in actuality. it has some.
lusciousplums df political exhortation, Rood enough for the political
JackHomers.
Jaga has as its source a fiction
(fribarna) by Banaphoo1.
The ori~nal, because of its non-dramatic
fictionalnature, however, does not
bear dramatization;
even if it does,
Rasbehari Sarkar is not exactly the
man to achieve this formal metamorphosis. Hence the tedious
soliloquies,insipid report.s, irrelevant commentaries and brief scenes.
The
scenesare at times so short that the
tensiondoes not mou n t at all: the
soliloquiesdo not evolve out of dramatic contexts, they simply act as
links to keep the story goin~;
the
commentaries are seldom identified
ith the action of the play, they
~angloosely, giving an impression of

iomething
foreign and grafted.
On
more than one occasion, Mr Sarkar,
feels the necessity of brac:ng
up
things so that the meal does not get
cold. In order to mend the dramatic lapses, 'he introduces well-known
jokes about family planning, tries to
create fun out of the impotence of a
man with four wives, indulges in innumerable
references to Bapuji, the
Father of the Nation, Panditji
and
the corruptibility
of the present rulers, and, to crown all, arranges {or
a dance programme in which Sumita
Sanyal shakes, Srabani
Bose twists,
and J ayashri Sen in the name of a
slave-dance actually entertains us with
nothing less than a belly dance. But
unfortunately
these spicy semi-humorous, semi-political
and semi-sexual
elements remain alien to the text and
the whole attempt amounts to much
ado about nothing.
In spite of the horrid dramatization a number of exotic, queer characters retain their original charms.
One Doctor Sutham Mukherjee
is a
darling dodo who can wait for hours
in a dense forest to watch a porcupine, spend sleepless nights for his.
cow, speak to his dogs incessantly in
a private language
(as Moll and the'
bunch of crooks do in The Roaring
Girl of Dekker and Middleton),
and
can gladly marry a raped and mutilated woman.
Doctor Ghosal, drawn
somewhat in Shakespearean
lines, is
another eminently lovable character,
reminiscent
of Barnadine
for his
beautiful
beastliness.
Shamuk-Bellona and Venus compounded
in one
woman-is
a charming character. Unfortunately most of the players-with
the single exception of Satya Banerjee-fail
to exploit the theatrical potentialities
of these characters. Satya
Banerjee, too, does not do anything
original, he acts e{actly in the conventional manner.
But Mr Banerjee
knows the tricks and gimmicks of
conventional
acting. as much as a
good Christian knows his Bible. But
what could a man do single-handed
in the midst of so much tame acting?
Yet the mischief made by Rasbehari
Sarkar, the dramatizer,
in collaboration with a company
of glamorous
but tame actors, is somewhat compensated for bv the director Rasbehari
Sarkar. A comparatively new ent.rant
in the field, Mr Sarkar, has picked
up the theatrical
ways in quite
a
short time; he is very confident about
all the technical matters of the thea-

tre. Of course, his much advertised
theatr-escope-supposed
to be unique
of its kind-is
a cock-a-Ioopy non·
sense; one need not take it serious·
ly. Nevertheless, the uses of cyelora.
mic backdrop,
projection of images
and shadows, zonal lighting with intermittent
overlapping
and many
other theatrical
devices, are confident.
At times Mr Sarkar presents
genuine coup de theatre by breaking
down the barrier bet.ween the stage
and the auditorium.
Sometimes he
would even create symbolic overtones
by the thoughtful choice and arrangement of the stage-props.
Indeed Mr
Sarkar at moments can create brilliant theatre.
If only one could suck
the theatrical sugar from the pseudo.
political pill and keep back the pill
itself on the plate I

EDUCATION
IN INDIA
By K. S. Vakil and S. Natarajan
Allied Publishers.
Rs. 14.00

HOWcationdoes inoneIndia.write bothabout'educa.
edution' and 'India' being such vague
words?
The authors of this textbook are not" however, aware of any
such unsettling questions.
With the
help of the reports of various educa·
tional commissions, starting- from the
Indian Education Commission (1882)
and ending with the Secondary Edu·
cation Commission
(1952), they have
turned out this "popular
textbook
of absorbing interest",
The aut.hors
are self-effacing; they consider it un·
gentlemanly
to comment on, analyse
or even summarise, the reports.
Instead they quote from the memorandum on technical education in India
(]886.l904, pp. ]-3) to review the 11istory of education
in India up to
1882; from the Government of IT\"
dia Resolution
(1904) to review t
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Indian Education Commission;
from
the Hartog Committee report to com.
ment on educational
changes introduced through t.he Montague Chelmsford Reforms;
and so onwards. Understandably,
there are no comments
on the Secondary
Education
Commission (1952);- because the authors
had to publish the book before the
report of the Kothari
Commission
was out. Not that education in very
modern
India
has been completely
ignored.
The authors have supplied
these informative details: Mn Vijaylakshmi 'Pandit declared at the Cal.
cutta University Convocation
in the
year 1962 that English had become
the window to the world ... the Educational Administration
in the Republic o[ India is under a separate
Ministry of Education in the Central
Government,
with headquarters
at
New Delhi .... Games should be played during, not after, school hours ...
Text-books
on hygiene should
deal
with Indian conditions.
There
being
no commision
or
things
like Macaulay's
Minute
Qr
Wood's Despatch about ancient India, the authors have to summarily
dispense
with the ancient period.
Within the span of a dozen of pages
liberally strewn with quotations from
the Upanishads,
the education of In.
dia has been 'mapped
out' (a pet
phrase of the authors) with these significant details " .... Home education
continued till the child reached
the
age of 8, 11 or 12, according as it be·
longed to the Brahman, Kshatriya or
Vaishya caste"; "Brahmacharis
wore
cloth of hemp, flax or wool, carried
a staff and deerskin and tied a girdle
round their waist". (sic). From these
details, the authors conclude:
"Thus
it will appear that the ultimate aim
of education was emancipation-led
from unreality to reality, from dark·
ness to light, [rom death to immortality" .
The Mohammedan
period has been
covered in ten pages with long quotes
from Keay on Akbar's views on edu·
cation and Aurangzeb's views on his
own education.
After
going
through
this book
which is intended for students
and
teachers o~ teachers'
training
colleges, one IS not sure about who is
responsible
for spelling
(celebacy,
ceremoney,
ado-Iescence,
chronical),
transliteration
(Bhagvadgita,
Yajn.
yavalkya, Navadeep,
Benaras, Harsh
Charita),
construction
(Worshin thy
mother as a God) , punctuation
(What
20

brings,
you here?),
proof-reading
(Givel -iberally,
on the othcrhand,
distinctionsby,
wholelearned).
These
instances occur within the first sixteen pages o[ the book, which was
thrice revised, as the publishers claim.
One cannot but agree, [or once, with
the Governmeg.t.
The study group
of the Home Ministry concluded two
months ago that the recent student
unrest was due to bad books, and
bad teachers.
Mr K. S. Vakil is 'an
F:R.G.S. and M.R.S.T. and S. Nata.
rajan is a vice-president
of W.C.O.
T.P.
What are these?
NITYAPRIYA

GHOSH

Letters

D~sunity Over Vietnam
Deeds are more eloquent
than
words. To talk of unity as Revisionist does (December 23) is no indication that one is desirous of, or serious
about. unity. When I hear the scream
for unity from the Soviet Union and
its followers, I am irresistibly remind.
ed of the famous letter Engels wrote
to Bebel on June 20, 1873, on unity.
In it, inter-alia, he said, "One must
not allow oneself to be misled by thecry for 'Unity'.
Those who have
this word most often on their lips
are those who sow the most dissension ... the greatest sectarians and the
biggest brawlers and rogues are at
certain moments the loudest shouters
for Unity", adding, "Nobody in our
life and time has given us more trouble and been more treacherous than
the unity shouters."
If one cares to
compare the professions and practice
of the Soviet Union, such as with·
drawal
of Soviet technicians
from
China, describing the Gulf of Tonkin
incident as a provocation
by China
(the local admirer
of the Soviet
Union, weekly Kalantar, then headnews as
1ff'l'fi'1~ l£lf"nlnr
~r.{~ ~c~tD;{1-Chinese
provocation
lined

the

in South-East Asia), the partial Test
Ban Treaty, to mention a few, one will
realise how perfectly the description
by Engels fits the present.day leaders
of the Soviet Communist Party. Above
all, can China make a united front to
retain America in South Vietnam by
organising a Tashkent
type pact as
mooted by the Soviet Press?
In view
of the above, was it a crime for China

to distrust the Soviet leaders?
China, paradoxical
though it
seem, sincerely wants unity with
Soviet Union and told her so, p
vided-and
this is very important
the Soviet Union gives up her co
pany with U.S. imperialism and d
not treat
friends as enemies a
enemies as friends.
In her me sa
to the recent 23rd Congress of t
Soviet Communist
Party, althou
not participating
in it, China assur
her Soviet brothers without any equ
vocation that 650 million
Chin
would stand solidly behind
the
should the Soviet Union once deci
to confront imperialism.
But that
yet a far cry. Meanwhile, the stru
gle against Soviet opportunism
mu
go on. Undoubtedly
this struggle
the main question immediately co
fronting progressives and revoluti
aries all the world over. As Len
said 'A struggle against imp,!riali
that is not linked up with strugg
against opportunism
is an idle phra
or a fraud'.
'

It seems the Soviet Union has ch
en a "more honourable
course" i
achieving
and maintaining
worl
peace-peaceful
co-existence with
most brutal imperialism
in hum
history-while
whipping
up the'
anti-China campaign.
The USA a
the Soviet tJ nion, it seems, mu
come to terms so that Chinese nue!
installations
may be bombed wi
impunity.
How can a socialist country or
revolutionary
party in a capitali
country
genuinely
help the Vi
namese people?
Material
help .
terms of weapons, war material a
food is important and it has been
ported (The Economist, December
that China has been supplying 70
of all the military
aid to Han
against 20% from Russia and 10
from East Europe. The Soviet Uni
may increase her share of military
sistance. But what is far more imp
tant is ideological commitment.
T
stark realisation is being forced on
progressive people that the Vietnam
people are fighting the battle for
of us; but what one detects in t
Soviet attitude is the distant mag
nimity
of a powerful
aid-giyi
country.
That
the Soviet Union is rei
tant to involve herself in the Viet
mese struggle and directly conf
JA
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USA may be prompLed by reasons
hel own national interest. But his
proves that such a policy is selfating. The Soviet eagerness for
ecEul coexistence or, for that mat, an alliance with American impealism may lead to disaster.
What
more, the Soviet strategy directly
Ips the American policy of world
nquest and is in clear opposition
the vital interests of the Vietnaese people. First, the Soviet-Ame'can detente (and the consequent re:laxation of tension in Europe)
enurages the Americans
to transfer
cir armies in Europe to South-East
ia and thus help them to intensify
their war efforts in Vietnam. Second, the ideological shift to "peaceful
ansition to socialism" weakens the
national democratic and revolutionmovements throughout the world,
rticularly in Asia, Africa and Latin
erica. This again helps thC\ Amecan imperialists to deploy their
ees in a particular area. Thirdly,
ussia's anti-China campaign lessens
erican's risk in extending
their
et beyond the frontiers of Vietm. But will the Soviet Union sur\e if China and Vietnam perish?
SISIR MAZUMDAR

Calcutta

Atrocities In Vietnam
I have been reading with interest
recent editorials
on Vietnam
d have to remark that despite your
easional lapses into undiluted
aduation for Mao's China and its regiented way of life and policies, you
ve succeeded in spotlighting
the
American atrocities in Vietnam. You
ntilated the views 9f many people
the world when you remarked,
There can be no talk of disarmant with mass murderers;
there is
o sense in talking about peace in
uter space while the burnt out flesh
f Vietnamese children cries out for
ngeance" (December 23).
I do not believe that Hanoi is entIrely free from blame on the issue
the war in Vietnam. But it is in. putably the hawks over Hanoi that
\e played havoc with the lives of
e Vietnamese. The Americans started the war avowedly for fighting
rute force, bad faith, injustice, opression and persecution.
But they
ntinue the war by the greatest outge on civilized values. They rain
alh on unarmed civilians, promptb} the power of physical force,
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scientific cunning, industrial
organisation and ruthless
determination,
and not by love of democracy or care
for freedom.
They carryon
their
barbarities
unenfeebled
by
any
scruples of conscience, honour or international
morality .
It is distressing, and no less disgusting, to see the 'non-aligned'
and
'socialist'
countries
remaining
absolutely unconcerned
at, if not becoming passive accomplices in, this inhuman massacre.
As you said in one
of your leading articles, one of the
most disquieting
features
of the
1960s is the acceptance, after a brief
hue and cry, of any fait accompli,
however inhuman and barbarous, involving the Americans.
S. PARAMESWARAN

Calcutta

who offered garlands at the Rupnarayanpur Sahid Bedi; the Kamarpur
College was closed down because the
students
demanded
a union;
the
elected union of the Calcutta Surendranath College was not allowed to
function.
Professors and eminent jurists have
recommended
acquittal
of young
men for their first offence.
Under
the provisions of "Probation
of Offenders' Act", a statute of this Government, boys up to 18 cannot
be
convicted for wrongful
confinement
for the first time. The adamant attitude of the authorities who are seek·
ing to put a stop to the educational
career of certain students for their
a.lleged offences is nothing but vindictiveness.
YOGMA Y A DEVI

Calcutta

Congress Vs Students

Apropos
of Mr S. Mukherj'ee's
I read Mr Sadananda
Mukherjee's
letter (December 9) as an ex-student
letter (December 9). It is ridiculous
of Presidency College and also anto say that the student Subhas Bast:
ex-boarder of Eden Hindu Hostel I
could have "paralysed
the academic
shall pose certain questions
to Mr
Mukherjee.
world of Calcutta."
Subhas
Bose
was then ouly a student
and his
~here
are
certain
allegations
career was in the formative
stage.
agalOst some students for mishaving
Many years went by after the Presiwith the Superintendent
of Eden
dency College incident, before Subhas
Hind.u ~osteI.
Bu t was there any
Bose acquired
his strength.
Mr
enquuy lOtO these allegations?
Were
Mukherjee
misses
another
point
the. alleged students given an opporabout the expulsion of Subhas Bose.
tunIty to defend themselves?
Originally the expulsion order was a
In this connection,
I should like
kind of rustication,
but later on it
to cite an example.
When I was a
was so modified as to enable him to
boarder in Eden Hindu
Hostel in
complete his studies from another
. 1956, a studen t who happened to be
college. So it can be argued
that,
the mess secretary of the hostel was
because
the expulsion
order
was
found guilty (by the hostel commitwithdrawn, it was possible for Subhas
tee headed by the then superintenBose to become what he did become
de~t .of the hostel) of gross misapproin the later part of his life.
pn~tIon
?f mo~ey.
This type of
Did Mr Mukherjee
see a cartoon
senous mIsconduct means simultanein a Congressi paper (Amrita Bazar
ous expulsion from the college and
Patrika)
about the smashing of the
its hostel.
But that student was not
Presidency College laboratory?
The
even "expelled"
from the hostel.
cartoon
blamed
outsiders
for the
Though
he was silently
forced to
event. Has he read the report of the
leave the hostel, he was not simulDarpan
representative
(16.12-66)
taneously
"expelled"
or "forced to
about the role of the agent provoleave" the College (Presidency Colcateur in giving the police an excuse
lege).
I make a categorical distincfor assaulting the students mercilessly
tion between the two words_Hex_
with tear-gas shells and lathis ?
pelled" and "forced
to leave" for
obvious reasons.
Regarding his statement about Student Federation
adherents
in other
Teacher-cum-administrator
(specicolleges, I beg to remind him of the
ally in Government
colleges) are not
recent expulsion order on a student
always fair and impartial
and their
of Manindra
College; before that,
attitude to progressive students is not
two students of Barrackpore
Rastraal",:ays beyon,d suspicion.
So any
guru Surendranath
College were ex- umlateral
actIon by such persons in
pelled ; an attempt was made to force
authority against any student cannot
transfer certificates on four students
be immediately
approved
by fair-
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minded
p~rsons who know about
these things.
For example, there was
an occasion when the President
of
the Medical College Student Union
was expelled by the Principal
from
the college because he participated
in
the Afro-Asian Students' Conference
held in Bandung in 1955. Of course,
the students of Bengal took up the
cause and the Principal
was forced
to resign.
I can cite many more examples
where students
were victimised
by
teachers-cum-examiners
when
they
differed with their teachers on certain extra-academic
affairs.
Person~
in authority
in Government
institutions sell their conscience and do gross
injustice to certain students in order
to have their service extended after
retirement
and for other personal interests.
As the matter stands today,
only an enquiry commission headed
by a distinguished
person can give a
rational verdict.
While certain professors in Presidency College threaten to resign, the
teaching staff of Maulana had
College have passed a resolut.ioll certifying the conduct of the student who
was also expelled from Eden Hindu
Hostel on the samp. charge.
What a
terrible difference in teacher's
attitude in two different Government institutions !
As for myself, I am not foreign to
the students' attitude
in Bengal.
I
was a student
leader in my college
days (President, Medical College Students' Union, 1961-62) and today I
happen to be a teacher in a medical college. Though I stay far away
from Calcutta,
I feel proud of the
in tellectual standards of the studen ts
of Bengal in contrast to the students
in other parts of the country and I
hope I shall not be the on Iv one in
taking the attitude of the authorities
against the students with a little bit
of salt. I wish sanity will return and
lustice will be dO:le to the students.
SISIR K. MAJUMDAR
Jamnagar
°

Lolita
With regard to his review of Lolita,
your drama critic appears to have a
good
espionage
network
o.n the
basis of which he can know the agegroup of our members, ascertain the
motives behind the naming
of the
play etc. but one of his aides must
have misinformed him about the men
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responsible for designing, the set and
directing the lighting. The entire creative work in this production
including set-design and lighting scheme to
the minutest detail, was done by the
members of Theatre Workshop, and
the help of Messrs Bimal Chakraborty
and Swarup Mukherjee,
who belong
to a dillerent group, were only sought
for some technical know-how.
Seocondly, your critic conveniently
shifts from the position of a critic to
that of a spectator when he grumbles
about the short duration of the play
(is he a regular Hindi-film-goer?)
or
lines up with a handful of spectators
who applauded
when a hooligan on
the stage clamoured
for revenge
against
Pakistani
atrocities?
We
know of spectators who always appreciate the right thing for a wrong reason and, to be frank, we do not care
for them.
Thirdly, your critic should have
elaborated
how Sartre treated
the
colour problem in its depth and how
our adaptor lost the social point of
the Hindu-Muslim
communal
problem, touching only the surface-s}'mptoms.
Irresponsible
brief comments
carry no sense and deserve no serious
notice.
Lastly, about some of our p~or acting carppany who look more plebes
than aristocrats.
The Pals, although
t.hey shout about their noble lineage
(they do so, because shouting is their
business)
have no feudal
heritage.
They belong to a class of post-war and
post-independence
growth who need
not necessarily look aristocrats.
We
wonder how many MPs and industrialists your critic has come across.
Moreover, we have seen Mr Sambhu
Mitra, who does not look an inch
Greek, playinOg Oedipus
Rex or a
gentleman,
who is far from being
handsome, playing the Bengali counterpart of an Italian aristocrat in a
Pirandello
play. After all, your critic should remember that play is the
thing.
Like Mr Sekhar Chatterjee, we are
seriously thinking of forming an association against the so-called drama
critics. If such things go on happening in the name of criticism we may
not be always this sober.
AJoy GANGULI
Secretary, Theatre Workshop
Calcutta
Anything goes in the name of the
experimental
theatre
movement
in
Calcutta,
and along with it, Lolita.

While I thought that your dra
critic was mighty generous in ch
ing to review even an aberration Ii
Lolita} I am shocked that there cxi
people who want to defend it I T.
man who wrote the Bengali script f
this play should know that it is
yond his power to handle filth. A
me if I am afraid of Virginia WooI[
frankly,
if that means Lolita-t)
smut, I am

I"

In his hurry to play the Lad
man to Maya Ghosh, one Mr Gop
Banerjee has discovered something i
my review which, unfortunately,
I(
not remember
to have written.
course, I did not find anything fi
about Sm Ghosh's acting. But I d:
not say anything
derogatory eith
about her as Mr Banerjee would
lieve. I simply suggested that all t
hysterics and hard attempts of S
Ghosh fell flat because the unhar
adaptation of Sartre never allowed
to perceive the problem against whi
she was fighting. Mr Banerjee waul
tell us that the general acting of t
troupe conc~rned was superb.
If
major actor of the company pr
nounces the word barta as balm nea
ly ten t.imes, I would not pronoun
him to be a superb actor. Finally, t
glowing trib1Jte of a renowned dir
tor of a famous troupe does not pro
anything.
Such statements are irr
ponsible.
Reason should be the so
guiding principle.
For example,
I call Mr Banerjee a genius witho
offering any reason, he might not Ii
it.

Reita Faria
If Reita Faria could be allowed
go to South Vietnam to entertain t
American
soldiers in her individu
capacity, the same permission shoul
be given to other Indians will:ng
go to North Vietnam to serve there
volunteers.
Clearly this should
the other end of the logic voiced i
the speech of Mrs Indira Gand
And if it be so, it is high time I
dian intellectuals
organised a gro
of volunteers for North Vietnam
fight against imperialism
there
their individual
capacity.
NIRMAL

K. B.
Hoog
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